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THE WORLD
This is set in the mythological age of heroes. Our 

setting takes place in the generation before Jason and the 
Argonauts. This is the time of Perseus. He has just slain 
Medusa, one of the three Gorgon sisters, but Theseus has 
not yet killed the Minotaur. This is the Age of Heroes.

The cult of the Olympians is just now spreading 
throughout the lands of the Aegean Sea. The old myths 
of the Cretans and their bull worshiping ways are being 
challenged. This is a time when people truly believe in the 
Olympians and fear their wrath.  Wars, famine, plagues 
and earthquakes are not natural disasters but are “the 
will of the gods”.  Worse still, terrifying monsters like the 
Gorgons, the Chimera and the Cyclops haunt the Greek 
countryside and drag their prey to their deaths in dark 
lairs.

To the Mycenaean Greeks, the world is a dark and 
savage place. To the South, the people of Crete practice 
human sacrifice, demanding youths from Athens as 
tribute to hold back their mighty navy.  To the East, 
barbarian tribes worship dark gods and know nothing of 
civilized ways. While at home, the kings of the mighty city 
states vie for resources and the priests of the Olympians 
strive to constantly expand their influences.  In order 
to defend their culture and their way of life, the Greeks 
hardened their hearts for war.

The people of Greece were not alone in their struggles, 
however.  The Gods, in either prodigious wisdom or 
fits of passion gifted the world with mighty heroes who 
could stand against the terrors of the Old world and help 
to build a new one.  These champions come from many 
walks of life.

THE HEROES
The demigods, the offspring of mortals and the divine, 

often lead unassuming lives until called to fulfill their 
destinies. Zeus’ seduction of mortal women is legendary 
and there are other Gods responsible for demigods as 
well. Many of these children grow up with no knowledge 
of their divine heritage while an equal number know from 
childhood of the power in their blood. Whether raised 
in a humble fishing village or a gilded palace, for these 
demigods one thing is inescapable: with their inherent 
power comes the challenge of a great destiny.

Great destinies do not call only to those with divine 
blood. Mortal heroes, through virtue, guile or sheer 
fate, often attract the attention of the Olympians and 
gain a powerful patron.  Imbued with many of the same 
abilities as the children of the Gods, these heroes face the 
challenge of fulfilling their destinies while maintaining the 
favor of their patrons.

SAVE THE WORLD.
IT’S YOUR BIRTHRIGHT.
Olympian Breed by Palewolf Publishing is a table top role-

playing game set in the Greek heroic age. This game uses 
the core rules set of the Savage Worlds, Deluxe Edition, 
the Super Powers Companion (for the God-like powers) and 
the Fantasy Companion (for the mythical monsters). You 
need access to all three of these essential resource books in 
order to create characters and to play in this setting. Fast! 
Furious! Fun!

With the information contained here and in future releases, 
you bring your players into an epic tale of high adventure in 
ancient Greece and beyond. Each release is complete game 
session with story elements, plot hooks, detailed NPC’s and 
Game Master tips. The stories can be presented to players 
as “one shot episodes” or as part of a whole campaign with 
story threads to tie it all together.

These adventures take place in the age of heroes before 
Homer’s Iliad and the Odyssey. You are transported to a 
fantastic era when demigods roamed the world slaying 
horrifying titans and fulfilling ominous prophecies.  Within 
these tales, you explore all the classic themes that are so 
prevalent in Greek mythology such as, heroism, faith, love, 
tragedy, generosity, and sacrifice. This is an age of myth, 
before the beginning of recorded Greek history, where great 
heroes clashed against the darkest of terrors.  Throughout 
the game, the players fight to overcome their own human 
trappings and prove to be more than just mere mortals. They 
also discover that their Godly parents are far more human 
than they were lead to believe.

In this game, YOU play one of these great demigod 
heroes, born half human and half God. Do you know the 
truth about your blood?  Was it your Mother or Father 
that imparted their divine heritage to you?  Is your divine 
parent aware of you or are you just one of their many 
abandoned progeny? Maybe the Gods do know about you 
and perhaps, worse yet, they “have a plan for you”.  Will your 
demigod seek immortality through brave deeds or through 
guile? Will you choose to embrace your destiny or let the 
Gods push you to your fate? And when your time is done, 
will you have left your mark on the world and risen above 
your mortal station? Will your name be remembered and as 
everlasting as the Olympians themselves?

This game references the Savage Worlds game system, 
available from Pinnacle Entertainment Group at 
www.peginc.com.  Savage Worlds and all associated 
logos and trademarks are copyrights of Pinnacle 
Entertainment Group. Used with permission. Pinnacle 
makes no representation or warranty as to the quality, 
viability, or suitability for purpose of this product.
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CREATING CHARACTERS
Character creation in Olympian Breed uses the 

rules found in the Savage Worlds, Super Power 
Companion.  Because the Heroes of Greek myth 
are not superheroes in the truest sense, a new Edge, 
Blessing of the Gods, has replaced Arcane Background: 
Super Powers for this setting.

BLESSING OF THE GODS (Background, Novice)
While this Edge functions like AB: Super Powers 

in the SW Super Powers Companion, it also has two 
additional uses unique to this setting.  

The first use is that characters with this Edge roll 
their Spirit to perform any  checks to represent 
their inherent blessing from the Olympians.  Those 
who possess the Blessing of the Gods are not as easy 
to frighten as mundane mortals. 

The second use this Edge grants the characters is 
the ability to perceive the world in a way mere mortals 
cannot.  These divine senses often allow the characters 
to see the workings of magic, or the hand of the Gods 
in people, places and things.  While this is a passive 
ability left up to GM to use as they see fit, there are 
moments in the coming adventures that make use of 
these senses.  For example, someone with the Blessing 
of the Gods Edge might notice that a sword sparkles 
with golden light, or see a shimmer in wall that reveals 
a hidden passageway, that would go unnoticed by 
mere mortals.   

Blessing of the Gods grants 6 power points when the 
Edge is first taken and 3 power points each time the 
Power Points Edge is bought.

In addition to the Blessing of the Gods, a new 
Hindrance, Destiny, has been added to the setting 
for all those who have been chosen by fate to take 
part in the events shaping the world.

DESTINY (MAJOR)
Whether imbued with the power of the Gods 

through parentage or favor, you are marked for 
great deeds.  With the power to shape the world you 
live in, second only to the Gods themselves, your 
life will never again be truly your own.  For with 
this great power comes a greater share of fate than 
normal men will ever know.  Whether it is becoming 
entangled in your divine parent’s legacy or striving 
to fulfill the needs of your patron deity, your life is 
marked with great challenges, strife and peril.
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